"*"You may say, 'I am allowed to do anything.' But I reply, 'Not everything is good for you.' And even though 'I am allowed to do anything,' I must not become a slave to anything"*(Corinthians, 6: 12).""*"Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, which you have from God, and that you are not your own? For you were bought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body"*(Corinthians, 6: 19--20)."

1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

A growing body of the economic literature aims at to analyzing the implication of culture on individual behaviour, recognizing that cultural norms may be able to explain differences in redistribution preferences ([@bib57]), social capital ([@bib41]), household living arrangements ([@bib37]), women\'s attitudes toward work and fertility ([@bib4]; [@bib30]), and economic growth ([@bib5]).

Being a conveyor of social norms and precepts, religion is one of the most pervasive and influential of cultural dimensions. These social norms relate to many aspects of human behaviour, including health ([@bib49]). In some cases, religions have clear and direct precepts regarding the pursuit of a healthy life, as in the case of Christianity, exemplified by Saint Paul\'s exhortation to glorify God in one\'s body (Corinthians: 6: 19--20). In other cases, religious tenets may have an indirect effect on the believers\' health, as in the case of the specific Islamic dietary precepts on alcohol consumption. Some practices typical of religious rituals also have beneficial health effects, such as male circumcision, which is associated with a significant reduction in the risk of acquiring HIV ([@bib79]), urinary tract infections, penile cancer ([@bib12]), and human papillomavirus ([@bib52]).

Other findings in the literature show how higher levels of religiousness, either measured by church attendance or self-rating, are negatively associated with myocardial infarction ([@bib59]), blood pressure ([@bib39]), sexually transmitted diseases ([@bib65]), and tuberculosis ([@bib51]). Religious attendance is also associated with a lower mortality rate from emphysema and chronic liver cirrhosis ([@bib22]). Despite the broad consensus on the positive association between religion and health, the identification of a causal relationship is hard to obtain.

Recent contributions have also shown that smoking, a well-known source of health risks including lung cancer and cardiovascular diseases ([@bib27]), is negatively associated with religious affiliation ([@bib13]; [@bib31]; [@bib33]; [@bib36]; [@bib47]; [@bib56]; [@bib60]; [@bib68]; [@bib71]; [@bib81]; [@bib84]). However, most of these findings are likely to be biased because of endogeneity. For example, religiousness and smoking may be correlated through unobserved third factors, or affected by reverse causality. The endogeneity may be even more serious when attendance at religious services is considered, given its behavioural nature. Since smoking is an important concern for public health and given the still large diffusion of religiousness in contemporary societies, this research area remains open to investigation.

According to economic theory, smokers prefer to trade an immediate pleasure derived from the act of smoking in exchange for increasing the probability of contracting a disease in the future ([@bib10]; [@bib20]). The link between smoking and health is no longer controversial, as according to the National Cancer Institute, smoking causes an "estimated 443,000 deaths \[in the US\] each year, including approximately 49,000 deaths due to exposure to second-hand smoke" ([@bib1]). The consequences of smoking may also be severe in spheres other than health. The economic literature shows that smokers tend to receive lower monetary compensation than non-smokers do, probably because smoking is time-consuming, leading to lower productivity ([@bib43]) and less time spent on making sound on-the-job decisions ([@bib44]).

The literature suggests a number of mechanism through which religion may affect smoking behaviour.

First, focusing on Christianity, which is the religious denomination this paper focuses on, its ethical precept of leading a "good" and ethical life and exercising a restraint on unhealthy behaviour provides a set of incentives that may significantly affect the individual trade-off between the costs and benefits of smoking. In addition, God\'s judgment and the possibility of an afterlife contingent on lifetime behaviour may affect the individual\'s attitude toward death and habits that may affect the length of life ([@bib9]). As an example, the Roman Catholic Church took an official position against smoking and its harmful health effects in the Pope\'s Bull of Indication of the Great Jubilee of the Year 2000, calling for all Christians to abstain from consuming tobacco.

Second, being a Christian, an individual may join networks that lead a healthier life, therefore suggesting a network/contagion effect ([@bib15]).

Third, spirituality may confer extra strength to abstain from short-term pleasures, since spiritual individuals may find it easier to forego current consumption in exchange for some future spiritual reward ([@bib38]).

Fourth, more risk adverse individuals self-select verse individuals may self-select into religiousness and therefore they may be less inclined to smoke. Indeed, religiousness is generally attached to a reduced willingness to take risks ([@bib61]; [@bib62]), and religious individuals appear to be more anxious then atheists ([@bib2]; [@bib73]), an attitude that is usually correlated with less risky behaviour ([@bib34]; [@bib53]). However, in general, it is not clear whether it is religiousness that affects risk-aversion (and consequently unhealthful behaviour) or vice versa. In addition, both phenomena may be explained by third factors not included in the model. As [@bib48] suggested, "Good kids \[...\] avoid drugs, stay in school and go to church", leading to a spurious correlation between religiousness and risky behaviour, rather than a causal relationship. It follows that religious individuals may be selected according to their characteristics related to risk-aversion, so simple OLS estimates of the effect of religiousness on smoking may be biased.

Typically, individuals choose whether to be atheist or religious according to individual latent characteristics. Most people\'s religion is acquired within the family through inter-generational transmission ([@bib64]), so those who choose to be religious tend to inherit the religion of their parents. This explains the historical persistence of the geographical distribution of religious minorities in Europe ([@bib67], [@bib66]) and how the individual choice to be an atheist is likely to be endogenous when modelling economic outcomes. Therefore, if we are interested in estimating the behavioural implications of religious beliefs, we must adopt a research design that aims at eliminating the bias induced by omitting latent individual characteristics.

We use data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) to provide new empirical evidence on the behavioural effect of religiousness on smoking in a quasi-experimental setting.[1](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Our research design exploits the separation of Germany after World War II as a unique natural experiment of history through which Christianity was almost entirely removed from the eastern part of the country only.

Simple descriptive statistics from the SOEP after re-unification reveal an impressive difference in the patterns of religiousness between the people of the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) in the East and those of the Federal German Republic (FGR) in the West.[2](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Despite no sistematic differences between GDR and FGR before the separation ([@bib3]) and a similar pre-war attachment to Christianity, even almost thirty years after German re-unification, individuals who declare no religious affiliation make up almost 70 percent of the population that lives in the eastern part of the country and only 10 percent of those who live in the western part, a striking difference considering that today we observe Germans' religious beliefs after the fall of the former GDR, i.e in the absence of political intimidation. This divergence can be attributed to the dramatic differences in the public attitudes to religion between the two regimes that resulted from the separation. While FGR was characterized by freedom of religion,[3](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} the political system in the GDR strongly opposed religion in many ways because of the influence of the Marxist ideology that was at the core of the leading Socialist Unity Party (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, SED). This large divergence in religiousness was not present before the separation. [@bib32] report that more than 92 percent of Eastern Germans were affiliated with a religious denomination in 1950, and the persistent shift toward atheism and agnosticism in GDR can be attributed to the exogenous shift in the political regime, providing a unique quasi-experimental setting for investigating whether religiousness (or lack of religiousness) plays a role in shaping individual behaviour.

Our aim is to determine whether religious affiliation may prevent smoking among believers, that is, whether religious norms have an impact on health, versus the alternative view that sees a simple selection effect of more healthy individuals into religious affiliation. Our research design is based on a matching procedure that compares individuals who declare no religious affiliation in the East, as a result of the exposition to the exogenous switch to state-atheism, with comparable individuals with similar pre-separation parental background who are instead affiliated with a religious denomination as a result of the religious freedom they experienced in the West.

The choice of atheism versus religiousness by the group of individuals that emerge from the matching procedure is the result of the exogenous shock triggered by the atheist Communist regime after the separation. In other words, we compare the behaviour of atheists to that of religious individuals, where the difference in religiousness is activated by the quasi-experimental treatment.

Since in our data we can only distinguish between individuals who declare themselves as affiliated to a religious denomination and those who are not, for simplicity and sake of brevity, in what follows we refer to the latter as "atheists", i.e. "without god" according to the Greek etymology. What we mean is indeed "atheist or agnostic".

Our approach needs to consider that individuals in the East and the West differ not only in their exposure to religious precepts but also in the complexities of the political systems in which they were raised. Our outcome of interest, smoking, does not seem to be directly affected by the pedagogy of the past Communist regime. Simple regressions show that, once atheism and individual level controls are accounted for, the probability to smoke is not statistically different when comparing former FGR and GDR. Nevertheless, a rigorous analysis should separate the direct effect of the East German state on smoking from its indirect effect through atheism. We use two alternative strategies to remove the direct "regime effect" on smoking. The first consists in matching those individuals who were resiliently religious in the East, despite any external influence, with similar individuals in the West who freely chose to be religious. The difference in outcomes between the two similarly religious groups should be related to the differences caused by the two German political systems and not to religiousness. The second strategy consists in estimating our effect of interest exploiting the within state variability in the data, i.e. keeping the political regime constant, controlling for state (Länder) fixed effects. Finally, we perform a number of robustness checks, including checking the robustness of our findings to the inclusion of regime-specific real cigarettes price at the time the individual was likely to start smoking, and regime-specific cohort dummies.

This paper contributes to the literature on the effects of religion on health in several ways. First, we suggest a new identification strategy that relies on a unique natural experiment of history where religious affiliation was indeed almost eliminated in one part of Germany. Second, our analysis provides new insights on whether religion maintains its preceptive and pedagogic role in modern societies, i.e. on whether religion remains to this day an instrument through which social norms are followed.

Our empirical findings consistently show that atheists are 13--19 percentage points more likely to smoke. These results suggest that simple OLS estimates of the effect of religion on smoking may suffer from a non-negligible bias.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} explains the differing attitudes to religion of the West German FGR state versus the East German GDR, inspired by the SED party. The data used in our empirical analysis are described in section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}. The identification strategy is presented in section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} presents the estimation results and robustness checks. Finally, section [6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} concludes.

2. Religion and Atheism in post war Germany: GDR vs FGR {#sec2}
=======================================================

After the end of World War II, the East German churches\' religious autonomy was severely affected by the policies of the ruling SED party of Germany. Beginning in the late 1940s, the SED began to openly criticized religion for its negative influence on the population, especially on "the hearts and minds of the next generations" ([@bib75]). Both Catholicism and Protestantism were a concern for the SED. The conflict between the government and the churches led to the repression of various religious events by the police and to limiting Christian students' access to (or even excluding them from) education and professions.

Among the religious organizations, the Protestant Youth Congregation (the *Junge Gemeinde*) in particular was considered by the SED to be a key obstacle to the supremacy of the Communist Free German Youth (Freie Deutsche Jungend, FDJ) that was intended to introduce the citizens aged 14--25 to the Marxist-Leninist doctrine ([@bib69]). The FDJ came under attack from the government in the late 1940s and the 1950s.[4](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} After 1953 the relationship between the *Junge Gemeinde* and the SED worsened. The government implemented a series of new measures against religious organizations, such as expelling the leaders and most active members from schools and institutions of higher education and banning of all public activities. All of the leaders of the Protestant Youth Congregation were precluded from holding any important public job in the GDR. In 1954 the SED introduced a secular rival ritual to the Christian confirmation, the *Jugendweihe*, which became compulsory for all students in East Germany after 1958.

The confrontation between the churches and the SED party increased in 1971 when the government tightened the admissions requirements to the high schools and the principle of admitting pupils to universities on the basis of their political curricula was emphasized to the point that selection criteria were openly based on "political attitude".[5](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}

After the meeting between the leader of the SED party, Erich Hocknecker, and the representatives of the Church League (*Kirchenbund*) on 6 March 1978, the confrontation between the two parties improved, leading to a recognition of churches as independent entities ([@bib70]). However, even though the relationship between the churches and the SED party was more peaceful, the complete end of the confrontation and the discrimination against Christians ended only with the peaceful revolution in November 1989 and subsequent reunification of the country. Despite the end of anti-religious policies and the re-unification of Germany, the extent of religiousness in East Germany was deeply affected, and the percentage of atheists in eastern Germany remains much larger than that in western Germany even today. Our research design exploits this exogenous polarisation in order to investigate the implication of religiousness on smoking.

3. Data and descriptive statistics {#sec3}
==================================

We use data from the ongoing annual SOEP for the period 1990--2006. The SOEP survey started as a nationally representative survey of private household living in the former FGR in 1984 and broadened to the whole of Germany in 1990. The current sample consists of 12,000 households and more than 20,000 individuals.[6](#fn7){ref-type="fn"}

In addition to including information about smoking habits and religiousness, the SOEP provides a wide range of socio-demographic information on individuals, including age, gender, education, health, income (both at the individual and the household levels), employment status, religious affiliation, and the German State of residence (i.e., FDR or GDR) at the time reunification took place. We also observe the German State of birth and residence in 1989 of the respondents' parents. Since all of the parents in our sample did not move across the East/West border in the post-war years, we can exclude any endogenous sorting effect due to migration, especially from the East to the West in the years following the separation.

Our outcome of interest is the dummy $Smoker$, which is equal to 1 when the individual is a smoker, and zero otherwise. This information is provided for all individuals age 16 or older in the wave years 1998, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2004, and 2006. We drop from the sample individuals age 65 or older since, after age 65, the prevalence of non-smokers is higher than that of smokers because of the higher mortality attached to smokers ([@bib21]).[7](#fn8){ref-type="fn"}

We focus on the smoking behaviour of males only because smoking behaviour among females is usually affected by female emancipation ([@bib17]; [@bib78]). The latter is likely to have been influenced by the former regimes in Germany.[8](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, we dropped the females from our sample in order to avoid possible confounding factors that derive from gender differences between West and East.[9](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} We also consider only German nationals who were born and raised either in the West or in the East, excluding those who were raised partly in one and partly in the other, and eliminating those individuals who migrated from one state to the other, since they could have done so possibly as a result of peculiar unobservable characteristics.[10](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} The information on religiousness is derived from the SOEP question: "Are you a member of a church or denomination?" where the possible answers are: Catholic, Protestant, Member of another Christian Denomination, Member of some other Denomination (Please Specific), Do not belong to a Denomination or Religion. We define an individual as atheist (i.e. more precisely, atheist or agnostic) in absence of any religious affiliation. Since the data was collected after the fall of the GDR regime, we observe the respondents' self-declared belief in the absence of any political intimidation. [Table A1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} in the Appendix display the distribution of respondents across all possible answers, including the very low percentage of missing.

Our analysis can exploit only the cross-sectional variability in the SEOP, not the panel dimension of SOEP, because religiousness is usually time-invariant, and smoking behaviour also tends to be stable over time. (98% of individuals in our sample do not change their smoking habits over time.) We therefore take the first available observation for each individual in order to avoid any distortion arising from inflating the sample using more than one observation per individual.[11](#fn12){ref-type="fn"}

Our final sample consist of 3731 males born in Germany, aged between 16 and 65, and interviewed only once. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary description of how we obtained our final sample.Table 1Summary of the main deletions to obtain the final sample.Table 1IndividualsPercentageInitial Sample (native born people only)15193100%Individuals born in FGR but living in GDR1851.22%Individuals born in GDR but living in FGR3232.13%Individuals who are older than 651,5189.99%Waves in which there is no information about smoking habits4,24228.02%Inconsistencies (i.e. no information about age, gender, parental education etc)2,32615.36%Individuals who do not declare smoking habits190.12%Final Sample7,58048.89%Males only3,73124.56%

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} provide some descriptive statistics of the data. [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} compares Germans living in western Germany with those living in eastern Germany along our control dimensions. In addition to religiousness and atheism, Germans who live in the east appear to differ significantly from those living in the west in terms of education and labour market status in post-unification times ([@bib26]). Those who live in the east have attained higher levels of education than those who live in the west, although those who live in the east are less likely to be employed ([@bib58]).Table 2Descriptive statistics by country of origin.Table 2SampleAgeMarriedLow EducatedSecond School DegreeHighly EducatedDepend. EmployedSelf-employedOLFUnempl.SmokersAtheismFGRmean38.960.570.20 \*\*\*0.530.27\*\*0.63\*\*\*0.09\*\*\*0.22\*\*\*0.06\*\*\*0.38\*0.13\*\*\*s.d.13.110.490.400.500.440.480.280.410.240.490.34*N*23002300230023002300230023002300230023002300GDRmean38.450.550.160.550.300.520.060.290.130.420.72s.d.14.410.500.360.500.460.500.240.450.330.490.45*N*14311431143114311431143114311431143114311431Totalmean38.770.560.180.540.280.590.080.250.090.400.36s.d.13.630.500.390.500.450.490.270.430.280.490.48*N*37313731373137313731373137313731373137313731[^1]Table 3Descriptive statistics by smoking attitude.Table 3SampleAgeMarriedLow EducatedSecond School DegreeHighly EducatedDepend. EmployedSelf-employedOLFUnempl.AtheismNon-smokersmean40.09\*\*\*0.60\*\*\*0.17\*\*\*0.50\*\*\*0.33\*\*\*0.590.080.27\*\*\*0.06\*\*\*0.33\*\*\*s.d.14.190.490.370.500.470.490.270.440.230.47*N*2252225222522252225222522252225222522252Smokersmean36.740.520.210.590.200.580.080.220.130.40s.d.12.460.500.410.490.400.490.260.410.340.49*N*1479147914791479147914791479147914791479Totalmean38.770.560.180.540.280.590.080.250.090.36s.d.13.630.500.390.500.450.490.270.430.280.48*N*3731373137313731373137313731373137313731[^2]

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} compares smokers with non-smokers. Germany has a relatively high percentage of smokers and the highest percentage of female teenaged smokers in Europe ([@bib83]). [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the proportion of smokers is high in both eastern and western states (Länders), displaying no clear ex-regime patterns. In addition to Berlin, the highest incidence of smokers is in Rhineland-Palatinate and Bremen in the West, and Saxony-Anhalt and Brandenburg in the East. The historical smoking trends in West and East Germany is displayed in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} that shows how the average per-capita cigarettes consumption at the time of the re-unification was similar in the two areas. Smoking bans were introduced in Germany at the federal level between 2007 and 2008, which is outside our sampling time period. Smokers appear to be younger, less educated, more likely to be unemployed, and more likely to be atheist ([@bib8]; [@bib18]), as can be seen in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Proportion of smokers by Länder, Males only.Source: Authors\' elaboration on SOEP data for the period 1990 - 2006.Fig. 1Fig. 2Historical trends in average per-capita cigarettes consumption.Fig. 2Fig. 3Prevalence of Smokers by Religiousness, Males only.Source: Authors\' elaboration on SOEP data for the period 1990 -2006. As in the rest of the paper by atheists we intend individuals with no religious affiliation, i.e. atheists and agnostics.Fig. 3

4. The identification strategy {#sec4}
==============================

4.1. The identification problem in evaluating the causal effect of religion {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our aim is to estimate the effect of religious status on smoking status (yes, no). This could be obtained through a logistic regression or a linear probability model including individual controls, German state (Länder) fixed effects, and time fixed effects. This model essentially relies on the cross-sectional variation between religious and non-religious individuals, net of having grown up in the FRG vs GDR. The problem of this approach is that atheists and religious individuals may differ in terms of unobserved characteristics that may cause religiosity and smoking status to be spuriously associated.

More formally, let $Y_{i}\left( D \right)$ define the potential outcome for individual *i* -- that is, whether the individual is a smoker or not -- in the religiousness status *D*, where $D = 1$ defines the individual as atheist and $D = 0$ as religious. For simplicity, as stated above, we define those individuals who do not declare any religious affiliation as atheists, following the literary Greek etymology "without God". However it should be clear that this class of individuals also include agnostics and in general all respondents that do not declare themselves as religious. In what follow, we refer to the effect of atheism, rather than that of religiousness, because our identification strategy is best defined and exposed along these terms. Since atheism is the reciprocal of religiousness, our choice is merely expositional.

Ideally, we may be able to assess the effect of atheism on smoking if we were to observe the same individual in both statuses, that is, both when $D = 1$ and when $D = 0$. In this way we may easily capture the impact of religiousness on the probability that an individual with characteristics $X = x$ is a smoker, our parameter of interest, by means of the difference:$$\Delta_{D} = E\left\lbrack {Y_{i}\left( 1 \right) - Y_{i}\left( 0 \right)\left| {X = x} \right.} \right\rbrack$$

However, it is not possible to observe a contemporaneous condition of atheism and religiousness for the same individual, as each respondent is either atheist or religious ([@bib45]). If we were able to observe a genuinely exogenous change in the respondents' religiousness over time we could aim at estimating our parameter of interest using a fixed effects model. However, such changes in individual-level religiousness are a very rare event in the data, and in any case we still could not identify $\text{Δ}_{D}$, as most confounders would also vary over time. Another possible strategy would be to adopt an Instrumental Variable approach, but this would require a valid instrument for religiousness in an equation of smoking, i.e. an exogenous variable that affects smoking only through its effect on religiousness. However such exclusion restrictions are hard to comply with.

We propose to address this identification problem, by identifying a counterfactual that must be as close as possible to the unobserved potential outcome, adopting a novel quasi-experimental approach based on the unique setting generated by the German separation. Our objective is identify the effect of religion on smoking on individuals who have similar pre-determined parental education but were subject to different political regimes and therefore to an exogenous shift in religiosity. This approach has the advantage of requiring parental education to be a good predictor of their children religiosity, as typically done in matching, without imposing any strong assumption of the exclusion restrictions.

4.2. A natural experiment of history: Germany\'s separation {#sec4.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the final months of World War II, Soviet troops invaded Germany from the east as a result of the Vistula-Oder offensive. US and other Allied troops invaded from the west as a result of the Normandy invasion. After the German capitulation, the country was separated into two independent political entities: West Germany adopted a democratic political system, where citizens were free to profess their religions, if any. The USSR-controlled East Germany adopted instead a Communist-style political system in which religion was strongly opposed. As a result, Eastern Germans were exogenously subject to policies aimed at eradicating religion from society.

Despite no sistematic differences between GDR and FGR before the separation ([@bib3]) and a similar pre-war attachment to religion, the two societies resulted in divergent patterns regarding religion and atheism that survived the collapse of the Communist regime in the East and the reunification of the country. Today almost 70 percent of those who live in the former GDR are not affiliated to any religious denomination, compared to less than 10 percent of those who live in the former West Germany ([@bib32]). In other words, today the percentage of atheists in the former West Germany is similar to that in East Germany in the 1950s, soon after the separation. The dramatic shift in atheism in East Germany is clearly depicted in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Membership in Religious Group in Eastern Germany, 1950 - 1998Source: [@bib32]. The data refer to the total population.Fig. 4

As a result, East Germany is to this date one of the most secular countries in the world.[12](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} This is clearly visible in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} that display the much higher proportion of atheists in the Eeast than the West in our data. It is safe to assume that German separation and the GDR state induced some individuals to become atheists when they would have stayed religious had they lived in the West. We can then exploit such exogenous shock to atheism among individuals who were exposed to the former GDR to estimate the implication of religiousness on our outcome of interest, i.e. smoking. Our research design is based on identifying, among the pool of atheists in the former GDR, those individuals who renounced their religious affiliation only as a consequence of the regime change. In order to do this, we match East German atheists with West German religious individuals on the basis of a set of pre-determined family background characteristics that help predict religiousness. The latter group can be used as counterfactuals in a quasi-experimental setting where we evaluate the effect of religion on smoking since the change in beliefs was induced by the exogenous divergence in the political regimes after the separation.Fig. 5Proportion of Atheism by Länder, Males only.Source: Authors\' elaboration on SOEP data covering the period 1990 - 2006. As in the rest of the paper by atheists we intend individuals with no religious affiliation, i.e. atheists and agnostics.Fig. 5

The SOEP asks individuals whether they are affiliated to any religious denomination after reunification, so we observe their beliefs in the absence of intimidation. Let us assume four types of individuals, each characterized by:1.Their attitudes toward religion, that is, whether they are atheist (*A*) or religious (*R*).2.Their attitudes in light of anti-religious policies and limitations, like the ones imposed by the former GDR, which reveals the intensity of their beliefs: we define "high" (H) types as those whose beliefs are independent of such policies and "low" (L) types as those whose beliefs are affected.

The combinations of these two dimensions result in four possible individual statuses in our data -- $A_{H}$, $A_{L}$, $R_{H}$ and $R_{L}$ -- not all of which are directly observed in each part of Germany.[13](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} In the former FGR we observe the affiliation that results from a free religious environment. In this case people either freely choose to be atheists (the $A_{H}$ types) or religious. Among the religious individuals, some would have been atheists had they grown up in the GDR (the $R_{L}$ types) because they would have complied with the anti-religious policies adopted by the regime. Others would have stayed religious even in the presence of such policies and limitations (the $R_{H}$ types). Therefore, West Germany is characterized by the following types of individuals: $A_{H}$, that is, always atheists; $R_{H}$, that is, never atheists even if subject to an anti-religious regime; $R_{L}$, that is, those who would have been atheists under an anti-religious regime.

Our data from West Germany reveals $A_{H}$ types, but we cannot distinguish between $R_{L}$ and $R_{H}$ types since religious individuals in West Germany were not exposed to GDR-like anti-religious policies. Note also that $\text{Pr}\left\lbrack A_{L}\left( {FGR} \right) \right\rbrack = 0$.

We also observe the affiliation that occurs in a formerly repressed religious environment. In the former GDR people are either religious even in the presence of repression (the $R_{H}$ types) or they are atheists. Among the atheists, some individuals would have remained religious had they grown up in the FGR, i.e. in absence of repression (the $A_{L}$ types). Others would have been atheist anyway (the $A_{H}$ types). Therefore, eastern Germany is characterized by three types of individuals: $R_{H}$, that is, always religious despite repression; $A_{H}$, that is, always atheists, independent of repression; $A_{L}$, that is, those who would have been religious in absence of repression.

In this case we observe $R_{H}$ types only, but we cannot distinguish between $A_{L}$ and $A_{H}$ since all atheists were exposed to anti-religious policies and limitations. Note also that $\text{Pr}\left\lbrack R_{L}\left( {GDR} \right) \right\rbrack = 0$. Each of these statuses is summarised in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Definition of the groups of interest.Table 4GroupDescription$A_{H}\left( . \right)$*Atheists "high"*. Always atheists, independently of repression.$A_{L}\left( . \right)$*Atheist "low"*. Would have been religious in absence of repression.$R_{H}\left( . \right)$*Religious "high"*. Always religious despite repression.$R_{L}\left( . \right)$*Religious "low"*. Would have been atheists under repression.[^3]

If we were able to observe all types introduced above (i.e. if we could distinguish between $R_{L}$ and $R_{H}$ types in former FGR, and $A_{L}$ and $A_{H}$ types in former GDR) we could then adopt a DID-like research design ([@bib6]; [@bib42]). Slightly changing our notation, the effect of interest becomes:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\beta_{DID} = \overset{\text{Δ}Atheism}{\overset{︷}{E\left\lbrack Y \middle| A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right),X=x \right\rbrack-E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right),X=x \right\rbrack}} +} \\
{- \overset{\text{Δ}Regime}{\overset{︷}{E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{H}\left( {GDR} \right),X=x \right\rbrack-E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right),X=x \right\rbrack}}} \\
\end{array}$$

The difference between $E\left\lbrack Y \middle| A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right),X = x \right\rbrack\ \text{and}\ E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right),X = x \right\rbrack$, amounts to the effect of exogenous variation in religiousness plus a fixed effect *μ* implied by having lived in GDR rather than in FGR. This fixed effect can be removed in two alternative ways. The first way consists in using the difference between $E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{H}\left( {GDR} \right),X = x \right\rbrack\ \text{and}\ \left\lbrack E\left\lbrack Y \middle| R_{H}\left( {FDR} \right),X = x \right\rbrack \right.$, that is, the difference in the probability of smoking between individuals of identical religious types (the resilient religious) who grew up under different political regimes. Alternatively, a more general specification can be adopted where the effect of atheism is estimated comparing individuals who grew up under the same regime, i.e. controlling for unobservable regional characteristics including state (Länder) fixed effects.

4.3. Propensity score matching and conditional difference-in-differences model {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The problem with the approach outlined above is that we cannot directly estimate the DID model since four individual types are latent and not revealed in the raw data, i.e. $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$, $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$, $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ and $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$. We therefore recur to a matching procedure to identify the four types above using predetermined family background characteristics that help predict religiousness. Once the four types are identified, we proceed with a conditional difference-in-differences (CDID) estimation.

The first step is to distinguish between $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ and $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ types by matching the $R_{H}$ religious individuals who live in eastern Germany with the religious individuals who live in western Germany on the basis of their predetermined family background. As a result, we are able to reveal the $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ types. Similarly, we may match the atheist individuals in western Germany ($A_{H}$) with their atheist counterparts in eastern Germany (either $A_{L}$ or $A_{H}$) in order to distinguish between $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ and $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$.

When performing the matching, we align the distribution of individuals living in East and West Germany according to parental background information because most evidence suggests that, in the absence of shocks, religiousness tends to be the result of intergenerational transmission. Ideally, we would use parents\' religiousness in the matching procedure, but such a variable is missing for a sizeable part (more than 60%) of the sample. We then use pre-determined parental education, given that education has been shown to be consistently negatively associated to religiousness ([@bib46]; [@bib63]). Indeed, our analysis of International Social Survey Programme (ISSP) data on religion across the globe in 1991[14](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} shows that parents\' education is a good predictor of their children\'s religiousness. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows the estimated probability that an individual is atheist as a function of parental education and parents\' religiousness. Our findings are consistent in showing that parental education is a good predictor of respondents\' atheism. For some countries, parents\' education is even more significant than parental religiousness in determining children\'s religiousness. Therefore, we rely on the pre-determined parents\' education as a predictor of their children\'s religiousness.Table 5The determinants of atheism in Europe.Table 5(1)(2)(3)AtheismAtheismAtheismb/seb/seb/seLow educated Mother0.0680.073$\text{*}$(0.042)(0.039)Low educated Father−0.025−0.034(0.041)(0.039)High educated Father0.109$\text{***}$0.101$\text{***}$(0.040)(0.039)High educated Mother0.0060.001(0.032)(0.031)Mother is Atheist0.403$\text{**}$0.403$\text{**}$(0.174)(0.169)Father is Atheist0.362$\text{**}$0.356$\text{**}$(0.146)(0.141)BaselineYesYesYes*N*113211321132 R-squared0.08470.1360.151 Adjusted R-squared0.06650.1210.133 Log-likelihood−145.4−112.5−102.7 F-statistic4.0906.8585.647[^4]

We performed the matching procedure on SOEP data using Propensity Score matching (PSM)[15](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} ([@bib25]; [@bib74]) on a set of pre-determined individual and parental background characteristics (individual\'s cohort of birth, parents\' education, parents\' cohort of birth). The covariates that we use for the PSM are either exogenous (birth year) or pre-determined and therefore not affected by the differences in the political regimes (parents\' education) since we focus on older cohorts whose parents were likely to have already terminated education before the divergence of the educational systems of the two states. To this end, we focus on those individuals born before 1961, when construction began on the Berlin Wall, and we perform robustness estimations on the older cohort of those born before 1952, i.e. before the East German regime tightened its anti-religious law. In choosing the cut-off year, we balance the need for having older cohorts whose parents' education can be safely considered predetermined with the need for a sufficiently large sample.

The coefficients of the matching estimation are presented in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}. Parental education significantly affects their offspring\'s attitude toward religion, similarly to the findings shown in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. More specifically, using either ISSP or SOEP data, we find that higher-educated fathers are more likely to raise an atheist child than a religious child in an unrepressed environment (the $A_{H}$ type). In addition, less educated mothers are more likely to raise a religious child in a repressed environment (the $R_{H}$ type).Table 6Logistic regression for the probability of being Atheist high (left) and religious high (right).Table 6(1)(2)$A_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$$R_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$Year of birth0.022−0.030$\text{*}$(0.020)(0.016)Year of Mother\'s Birth−0.004−0.005(0.023)(0.020)Year of Father\'s Birth−0.0150.013(0.019)(0.017)Father is high educated0.706$\text{**}$−0.208(0.298)(0.307)Father is low educated−1.780−0.659(2.374)(0.671)Mother is high educated0.9320.401(0.569)(0.511)Mother is low educated0.3861.825$\text{**}$(2.272)(0.902)Constant−8.18741.912$\text{**}$(21.154)(17.186)*N*6631170 Log-likelihood−375.8−567.3 Pseudo R20.0410.017 Count R20.7390.808[^5]

Note that the matching procedure only requires parental education to be pre-determined and a good predictor of the respondents\'s religiousness without imposing any strong assumption of exclusion restrictions as we would do in an instrumental variable setting ([@bib76]; [@bib77], pp. 249--264). Indeed, if present, any direct effect of parental education on smoking is cancelled out by the conditional Difference-in-Difference procedure that we perform on the matched data.[16](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} Our model also controls for all the variables used in the PSM, as suggested by [@bib16].

The degree of religiousness we observe for each respondent at the time of the survey is a reflection of their free attitude in absence of religious repression, since the data were collected after the fall of the GDR regime. We determine the geographic affiliation of individual respondents to one of the two former states by using their places of birth and their correspondence with their places of residence in 1989. All individuals who migrated across states are dropped from the sample. In addition, all respondents' parents in our sample reside in the same state (FGR or GDR) where they were born, so that we can exclude any endogenous sorting effect due to migration from the East to the West after the separation.

Our identification strategy is illustrated in Fig. 6. First we match $R_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ (observed) with $R\left( {FGR} \right)$ and identify $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ (not observed). Then we match $A_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ (observed) with $A\left( {GDR} \right)$ and identify $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ (not observed). The low types can be identified in two ways. One possibility is to consider the residual individuals in western and eastern Germany as $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ and $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$, respectively. Another possibility is to identify $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ and $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ through PSM, where the match is more precise but we end up with fewer observations.Fig. 6A graphical summary of the identification strategy.**Notes:** This figure provides a graphical summary of the identification strategy. It summarizes the religious/atheist types that we observe in the west (FGR) and the east (GDR) and how we use the data to perform the matching at the basis of our CDID estimates. As in the rest of the paper by atheists we intend individuals with no religious affiliation, i.e. atheists and agnostics. In the FGR we observe a large pool of religious individuals *R* (Low and High types) and a small pool of atheists *A* (High type). Viceversa, as a consequence of the GDR regime, in the east we observe the opposite, i.e. a large pool of atheists (Low and High types) and a small pool of religious (High type). We then match, using pre-determined parental background variables, the observed small pool of $A_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ to the pool of atheists in the East to identify $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ (originally not observed). Similarly, we match the observed small pool of $R_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ to the pool of religious in the West to identify $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ (originally not observed). We then use two alternative methods to identify $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ and $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$. We either take the residual individuals after the procedure above (i.e. those not identified as High type), $R's$ in the west and $A's$ in the east, or we match $R\left( {FGR} \right)'s$ to $A\left( {GDR} \right)'s$, making sure that each belongs to one category only. The beige areas in the figure indicate the observed types, and the blue area indicates the Low types identified as a result of the matching procedure. The arrows indicate the matching.Fig. 6

Simple summary statistics show that those respondents that are identified as $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$ types are more likely to attend religious events than $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ types (69% of respondents versus 64%), as expected. Similarly, $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ types are more likely to never attend religious events than $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ types (89% of respondents versus 85%).[17](#fn18){ref-type="fn"}

Once we have associated each respondent with a specific religious or atheist type, we estimate the following model:$$Smoker = \beta \cdot S_{j}\left( c \right) + \gamma \cdot X + \mu_{l} + \theta_{t} + \varepsilon$$where *Smoker* is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the respondent is a cigarette smoker; $S_{j}\left( c \right)$ is religious status (atheist *A* or religious *R*) of type $j \in \left\{ {H,L} \right\}$ (high or low) in area *c* (former FGR or GDR); *X* are the observable individual characteristics of marital status, education, employment status, and age plus the variables used in the PSM; $\mu_{l}$ are state (Länder) dummies (included when estimating the fixed-effect model specification, see below); and $\theta_{t}$ are time dummies.

Model (3) is estimated both with and without state (Länder) dummies in order to provide two alternative strategies to account for the induced differences in smoking caused by regime-related channels other than atheism. The fixed regime effect can be removed as in (2), or adopting a state (Länder) fixed effects specification and estimating the within state differences between the *L* types and the religious *H* types in eastern and western Germany, and then taking the difference in the differences. In what follows we present our empirical findings from adopting both approaches.

5. Empirical findings {#sec5}
=====================

5.1. OLS estimations {#sec5.1}
--------------------

We first provide some empirical evidence on the correlation between atheism and smoking by estimating a simple linear probability model on our data:$$Smoker_{it} = \beta_{o} + \beta \cdot Atheist_{i} + \gamma \cdot X_{it} + \mu_{l} + \theta_{t} + \varepsilon_{it}$$where $Smoker_{it}$ is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 when individual *i* is a smoker at time *t*, and zero otherwise; $Atheist_{i}$ is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 when individual *i* is atheist, and zero when individual *i* is religious; $X_{it}$ is the usual set of individual characteristics; and $\mu_{l}$ and $\theta_{t}$ are Länder and time dummies, respectively.

[Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} shows that atheism is positively and significantly correlated with smoking. The probability that an individual will be a smoker increases by around 7 percentage points when the individual is an atheist, an effect that is robust to the inclusion of parental educational attainment, which is not statistically different from zero. As regards the controls, the estimated results confirm the descriptive evidence presented in section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, i.e. smoking is positively associated with unemployment and negatively associated with education and being out of the labour force. The statistical significance of atheism disappears when the model is estimated on older cohorts and the sample is reduced, as displayed in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Probability of being a Smoker: OLS Estimations.Table 7(1)(2)(3)SmokerSmokerSmokerb/seb/seb/seAtheist0.075$\text{***}$0.071$\text{***}$0.071$\text{***}$(0.021)(0.021)(0.021)BaselineYesYesYesMother\'s characteristicsNoYesYesFathers\'s characteristicsNoNoYes*N*373137313731 R-squared0.06060.06380.0644 Adjusted R-squared0.05320.05570.0555 Log-likelihood−2509.5−2503.1−2502.0[^6]Table 8Probability of being a Smoker: OLS Estimations by Cohorts.Table 8(1)\
Born\
before 1945\
b/se(2)\
Born\
before 1952\
b/se(3)\
Born\
before 1961\
b/se(4)\
Born\
before 1973\
b/se(5)\
All\
Sample\
b/seAtheist0.0500.054$\text{*}$0.052$\text{*}$0.075$\text{***}$0.071$\text{***}$(0.041)(0.033)(0.027)(0.022)(0.021)BaselineYesYesYesYesYesMother\'s characteristicsYesYesYesYesYesFathers\'s characteristicsYesYesYesYesYes*N*7251132183329563731R-squared0.07160.09830.07690.06770.0644Adjusted R-squared0.02870.07040.05940.05650.0555Log-likelihood−398.6−667.5−1176.1−1962.5−2502.0[^7]

The OLS findings show a robust correlation between atheism and smoking that is in line with previous findings of a correlation between religiousness and health ([@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib28]; [@bib29]; [@bib33]) or smoking ([@bib13]; [@bib31]; [@bib33]; [@bib36]; [@bib47]; [@bib56]; [@bib60]; [@bib68]; [@bib71]; [@bib81]; [@bib84]). However, as in most previous studies, this correlation is likely be influenced by omitted latent factors.

5.2. CDID estimations {#sec5.2}
---------------------

We then proceed with our CDID strategy. Our sample consists of male individuals whose parents were likely to have completed their education before the separation of Germany, in order to minimize the possibility that parental education was affected by the differences in the regimes\' educational systems. We consider older respondents according to increasing degrees of stringency, that is, we consider (i) individuals born before 1961 and (ii) individuals born before 1952.[18](#fn19){ref-type="fn"} These two dates correspond to the start of the Berlin Wall\'s construction and the time at which stricter anti-religious measures were implemented in the former GDR, respectively. In other words, we assume that individuals\' parents completed their education before their children\'s birth, and that this took place before the tightening of the anti-religious repression in the East Germany Communist regime.

[Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} presents our empirical findings for the cohort of individuals born between 1933 and 1960, that is, our baseline estimates. The upper panel displays the results from a model that does not control for state (Länder) fixed effects, so the direct regime effect is accounted for by the difference in the propensity to smoke between individuals of the same religious type ($R_{H}$) who reside in western Germany vs eastern Germany. The lower panel presents instead the estimations that include Länder dummies, so the fixed effects account for the regime effect, and our estimated coefficient of interest is obtained by the difference in the differences between the low types and the highly religious types living in western and eastern Germany. The first row of each panel displays our effect of interest. In column (1) we control for the set of covariates described above and the *L* types are defined as a residual category after performing PSM to identify the *H* types. In Column (2) the *L* types are identified through PSM using the pool of individuals that have never been identified as *H* types. As a result, the matching is more precise but the sample is reduced by almost half.Table 9Probability of being a Smoker: CDID Estimations for those Born Before 1961Table 9(1)\
Propensity\
to smoke\
b/se(2)\
Propensity\
to smoke\
b/seMales onlynot using Länder Fixed Effects 0.128$\text{***}$0.168$\text{**}$(0.022)(0.070) 0.055$\text{**}$0.083(0.022)(0.054) −0.073$\text{***}$−0.085$\text{***}$(0.003)(0.021)Males onlyusing Länder Fixed Effects 0.128$\text{***}$0.186$\text{**}$(0.022)(0.079) 0.099$\text{***}$0.088(0.022)(0.079) −0.030$\text{***}$−0.098$\text{***}$(0.001)(0.002)*N*18331030   190111 225225 755246 356241 13131 176176[^8]

Our baseline model suggests that the effect of atheism on the probability of smoking is around 13 percentage points, which is much higher than what found using simple OLS. This finding suggest that the OLS estimates may be significantly biased and suggests the existence of unobservable components that are positively correlated with atheism and negatively correlated with smoking. For example, one relevant cognitive factor that is omitted from our model is analytical thinking, that has been shown to promote religious disbelief through experimental evidence ([@bib35]). It is likely that analytical thinking may be associated with higher awareness of tobacco-related diseases and lower levels of smoking.

In addition, we find that the direct effect on smoking of being exposed to the former GDR regime is negative and significant. When we identify the *L* type individuals through matching, rather than just considering them as a residual category, we gain accuracy at the expense of ending up with fewer observations (around 56% of the original sample). The number of observations drops consistently because the *L* types are identified by PSM, and all individuals who do not fall into any of the type categories are dropped from the sample. In this case our estimated effect is even larger, around 17 percentage points. The empirical results obtained using a specification with Länder dummies are very close. Here, the differential effect of being a *L* type religious versus a *H* type in FGR is negative, which is an indication that it is the difference between being atheist and being religious that affects the probability than an individual will be a smoker, not religious intensity. Put another way, the *L* types are characterised by a lower propensity to smoke in a free religious environment, which reinforces our reading of the implications of embracing atheism on smoking.

The results in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} suggest that religiousness matters in reducing smoking, as atheism increases the probability that an individual will be a smoker. This effect is confirmed by both panels. When using a stricter definition of *L* types, we find that the effect of atheism on the individual\'s attitude toward smoking is even stronger. Our finding can be considered a local average effect in the sense that it captures the effect of atheism on smoking among low-type individuals, i.e. those respondents whose beliefs are likely to change through government intervention.[19](#fn20){ref-type="fn"}

5.3. Robustness checks {#sec5.3}
----------------------

### 5.3.1. Cigarette prices {#sec5.3.1}

The literature has often emphasized the role of prices and/or tobacco taxation at the age of initiation to smoking as a possible predictor of smoking behaviour at later ages ([@bib19]; [@bib40]). In our context, cigarettes prices might be particularly relevant, since West Germany and East Germany faced two different cigarette price regimes, a market based system (FGR) and one fixed by the state (GDR). However, our estimated effect of atheism remains unaffected (not reported) when we control for real cigarettes price at the time the individual was between 15 and 18 years old, the age at which individuals usually start smoking ([@bib55]).

### 5.3.2. Controlling for parents' years of birth {#sec5.3.2}

As discussed above, the SED adopted a compulsory secular ritual, the *Jugendweihe*, that substituted for the Christian confirmation in 1958. Taking this date as a mark of the transition to the GDR regime\'s more established secular attitude, we estimate our model including only those individuals whose parents were likely to have completed their education before 1958. In other words, we consider only those individuals whose parents were born in 1935 or before. The estimates (not reported) are in line with those presented in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, possibly because the sample selection on the basis of the individuals\' year of birth tends to select parents who completed their education before 1958 anyway, as can be noticed from the number of observations, which does not change dramatically.

### 5.3.3. Alternative definition of cohorts {#sec5.3.3}

We perform the same estimation on a set of alternative birth cohorts. In doing so we face a trade-off: the older the cohort the higher the probability that parents\' education is truly predetermined to the regime change, but also the lower the number of observations, and vice versa. In [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} we consider four benchmark birth years:Table 10Probability of being a Smoker: CDID Estimations by Cohorts.Table 10(1)\
Born\
before 1945\
b/se(2)\
Born\
before 1952\
b/se(3)\
Born\
before 1961\
b/se(4)\
Born\
before 1973\
b/seMales onlynot using Länder Fixed Effects 0.053$\text{*}$0.130$\text{***}$0.128$\text{***}$0.081$\text{***}$(0.031)(0.027)(0.022)(0.018)Males onlyusing Länder Fixed Effects 0.054$\text{*}$0.128$\text{***}$0.128$\text{***}$0.078$\text{***}$(0.032)(0.029)(0.022)(0.018)*N*718112718332956 85119190259 100150225318 2834557551369 141204356540 4883131203 61116176267[^9]

**Born before 1945,** that is, before the German separation;

**Born before 1952,** that is, before the East German state tightened its anti-religious policies ([@bib70]);

**Born before 1961,** that is, before the construction of the Berlin\'s Wall;

**Born before 1973,** that is, before the Basic Treaty (Grundlagenvertrag) between FGR and GDR came into effect, when each state recognised the other for the first time.

Neither the 1945 cohort nor the 1973 cohort are ideal for our experiment. In the first case we end up with few observations and only for older individuals, while in the second case respondents may be too young, and their parents' educational attainment may have been affected by the differences in educational regimes, so they may not be considered predetermined and our research design may be invalid. Not surprisingly, our findings presented in Section [5.2](#sec5.2){ref-type="sec"} are robust for the two intermediate cohorts, that is, those born before 1952 or 1961; the effects are weaker for those born before 1945 and tend to converge to the OLS estimates for those born before 1973, with sample size increasing by 61 percent.

### 5.3.4. Other robustness checks {#sec5.3.4}

In addition to education and employment status, income may play a role in shaping individual smoking preferences ([@bib7]). Our baseline estimations do not control for income because of possible structural differences in income support between the former FGR and the former GDR and because income is missing for a sizeable part of our sample (almost 40% of respondents). However, our findings are robust to the inclusion of income when available plus an interaction of income with employment status since most observations that are missing income refer to people who are not employed.

Our analyses so far have compared atheist and agnostic versus religious respondents without discriminating between Catholics and Protestants. However, Catholics and Protestants may differ along several ethical dimensions, including attitudes toward sin and pleasure ([@bib11]; [@bib67], [@bib66]). For example, if Catholics can confess to immoral behaviour and still be assured of salvation, they may be more forgiving to smokers.

We then estimate our model by dropping Catholic respondents from our sample, as the religious denomination with the smaller sample size. Our evidence presented in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} confirms that atheists are more likely to smoke even when compared to Protestants only. The size of the point estimate is actually larger when we consider the more precise model where both High and Low types are identified through matching. However, the confidence intervals do overlap with those of [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, and therefore we cannot reject the hypothesis that Protestantism and Catholicism have the same effect on smoking behaviour.Table 11Probability of being a Smoker: CDID Estimations Without Catholics.Table 11(1) Propensity to smoke b/se(2) Propensity to smoke b/seMales onlynot using Länder Fixed Effects 0.19893\*\*\*0.07386\*\*\*(0.0323)(0.0219) 0.027660.02766(0.0332)(0.0222) 0.03151\*\*\*0.03151\*\*\*(0.0066)(0.0045)Males onlyusing Länder Fixed Effects 0.19674\*\*\*0.06872\*\*\*(0.0333)(0.0221) Al (GDR) -Rh (GDR)0.10547$\text{***}$0.12523$\text{***}$(0.03297)(0.02207) −0.09127\*\*\*0.05651\*\*\*(0.0047)(0.0024)N1324525 *Rh(FGR)*14065 *Rh(GDR)*18984 *Rl(FGR)*332126 *Al(GDR)*356141 *Ah(GDR)*13148 *Ah(FGR)*17661[^10]

As a further robustness check, we estimate our model including females and movers between East and West. We excluded movers from our baseline specification because these individuals may be not be homogeneous to the rest of the sample, although they are indeed very few as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. In addition, our preferred estimates exclude females from our sample because the literature show that smoking behaviour among females is usually affected by female emancipation ([@bib17]; [@bib78]), a factor that we cannot control for and that is likely to have been influenced by the former regimes in Germany. In this case it therefore becomes more difficult to disentangle the direct effect of the GDR on smoking from the indirect effect through the surge in atheism. This is confirmed by our estimates that show that when females and movers are included, atheism is still positively associated with smoking. However the point estimates tend to be smaller, especially so when including state fixed effects, a sign that unobservable components may play a larger role for females than males.

Finally, our findings are robust to the inclusion of regime-specific cohort dummies, defined every five years to control for non-linearities within each sample selection. In other words, our results hold when we account for different trends in smoking consumption between West and East Germany that were driven by regime-specific factors that we do not directly observe in our data.

### 5.3.5. Interpretation of our findings {#sec5.3.5}

Our findings suggest that, first, religiousness significantly affects smoking behaviour. This may take place for at least four orders of reasons. First, less risky individuals may select into religiousness, and therefore may be less inclined to smoke. Second, being a Christian, an individual may join networks that lead an healthier life, therefore suggesting a network/contagion effect. Third, the ethical content of Christianity may induce Christians to restrain from adopting a widely recognised unhealthy behaviour such as smoking, when the body is considered a temple of the Holy Spirit and therefore a believer should glorify God in her/his body.[20](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} Fourth, spirituality may confer extra strength to abstain from pleasurable behaviour, since spiritual individuals may find it easier to forego current consumption in exchange for some future, spiritual reward. Fourth.

We can only speculate as which channel is behind our findings, but a few considerations are in order. In the first place, risk attitude should be accounted for by the difference in difference mechanism behind our identification strategy, and therefore is unlikely to be the most important factor behind our findings. On the contrary, the data suggest that the second mechanism based on a network effect may be present. Indeed, we do observe that church attendance changes as expected across religious types: between 81% and 89% of atheist types never attend religious events, whereas these figures are reduced to between 31% and 43% among religious types. However, these differences are not dramatic as one would expect, especially considering that only between 9% and 14% of religious types attend religious events every week, as every good Christian should do. We should therefore expect other mechanisms at work.

What about the ethics and the spirituality embodied by being a Christian? In this respect, when we estimate our specification on a model of drinking alcohol rather than smoking, we find milder effects that are not robust across cohorts. This may be related to the social acceptance of drinking alcohol. Indeed, it is commonly believed that a moderate intake of alcohol can have a positive effect on one\'s health, differently from smoking, perhaps wrongly so ([@bib85]). As a result, individuals tend not to perceive alcohol as harmful as smoking, and even a religious person may find that drinking alcohol is less harmful and therefore less against her/his Christian principles.[21](#fn22){ref-type="fn"}

However, spirituality should correlate with both less drinking and smoking, since the spiritual individual should be more interested in the transcendental aspect of each person\'s soul, rather than short-time pleasures. Therefore, spirituality may not be the most important explanatory factor behind our findings, whereas, on the contrary, the Christian ethical precept of leading an healthy life may be relevant, since smoking is generally perceived as very harmful.

Our conjecture is therefore that our findings are most likely explained by Christian ethics and possibly by the effect of network and peers.

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

This paper aims at estimating the effect of religion on health. Most of the existing literature on the behavioural implications of religion has failed to solve the problem of the potential endogeneity of religion with respect to many of the investigated outcomes. Previous empirical findings have often treated religiousness as exogenous, rather than as determined by omitted latent factors. Our study departs from the existing literature by exploiting a unique natural experiment of history, the division of Germany after World War II, in order to estimate the relationship between religion and smoking using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP).

We adopt a conditional Difference-in-Difference approach using the exogenous conversion to atheism and agnosticism (which we name atheism for simplicity throughout the paper) in East Germany that arose from the anti-religious policies adopted in the GDR after the separation. Our research design is based on classifying respondents into four types based on (i) their attitudes toward religion (i.e. whether they are atheist *A* or religious *R*): after the separation, i.e. in absence of political intimidation, and (ii) their attitudes in light of state-sponsored anti-religious policies, which depends on the intensity of their beliefs (i.e., *H* types, whose beliefs are independent of repression, and *L* types, whose beliefs are affected by it). We then assume that the anti-religious attitude of the GDR regime exogenously affected the *L* types who become atheist or agnostic ($A_{L}$) when they were raised in East Germany but stayed religious ($R_{L}$) when they were raised in West Germany.

Our procedure consisted in two steps: in order to identify each type, we first used a propensity score matching procedure, where religious individuals living in western Germany are matched with their atheist counterparts living in eastern Germany by using parental background variables that are independent of the shift in regime following the separation. These include parental education, which has been found to be an important predictor of children' religiousness. To this end, we concentrate on older respondents, whose parents are likely to have completed their education before the shift to atheism in the GDR.

In the second step, we estimated the effect of atheism on smoking by comparing the matched groups of low type religious individuals in the former FGR with their low type atheist counterparts in the former GDR. In addition, by using a CDID specification, we were able to clean the effect of interest from the potential East German regime\'s direct effect on smoking (i.e., not through atheism). The latter is identified by comparing individuals with similar religious propensities who are living in western Germany with those who are living in eastern Germany, that is, individuals who differ only because of the regime under which they were raised, not because their attitude toward religion or religious repression. As an alternative methodology to clean for the direct regime effect we also use a specification that controls for state (Länder) fixed effects.

Our findings, obtained using SOEP data for the period 1998--2006, consistently suggest that atheists are around 13 to 19 percentage points more likely to smoke than are religious individuals. Our results are robust to the inclusion of labour market status, income, regime-specific cohort dummies and regime-specific real cigarettes price at the time the individual was between 15 and 18 years old, the age at which individuals usually start smoking. By providing a direct comparison of our empirical results with simple OLS estimations, we point to a non-negligible bias in the OLS estimations, suggesting that care should be taken when interpreting simple correlations in the data between religiousness and health or between religiousness and general economic outcomes.

According to our analysis, religion is a relevant conveyor of behavioural precepts, rather than just the product of pre-determined attitudes. Our results point to the existence of a restraining effect of religious ethics on unhealthy behaviour, confirming the view that religion may be an important channel through which societies enforce social norms. From a public health perspective, our findings suggest that an effective policy aimed at preventing tobacco use should take into consideration the cultural aspects attached to the act of smoking and that anti-smoking policies should be designed accordingly. Among other factors, religious affiliation is a relevant element that policymakers should consider when targeting anti-smoking interventions.
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Table A.1Religious distribution.Table A.1Religion19901991199219931994199519961997199819992000200120022003200420052006TotalCatholic41.6427.9127.5927.326.8627.1427.0527.3626.9426.4926.2425.9125.3825.7325.1524.8923.9827.24Protestant45.938.9338.0837.9837.6537.4237.5438.0237.7537.4536.9537.2937.637.5836.9736.1336.0237.93No denomination12.3732.432.9933.1533.5333.7934.2334.5934.5934.9735.3235.5935.9936.5536.5236.4536.6433.59Missing0.10.761.341.571.961.661.180.030.731.11.481.211.030.141.362.533.361.24Total100100100100100100100100100100100100100100100100100100
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Note that in our data, being religious means being Christian, either under the Protestant or Catholic denomination. We will use therefore the term religious as a synonym of being a Christian throughout the text.

In what follows, we use FGR (GDR) and West (East) as synonyms.

Freedom of religion was explicitly mentioned by Article 4 of the Constitution, the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

([@bib70], chapter 3) defined the period after the resolution of the II SED party congress in September 1947 as the "transition from anti-fascist democratic school to the socialist school".

Before 1971, admission to universities was determined on the basis of the pupil\'s academic curricula and "social" activities. The commission in charge of the enrolment procedure was composed by representatives of the unions (FDGR), the FDJ, and teachers.

For a more detailed description, see [@bib82].

Similarly, [@bib58] explained that life expectancy between the former GDR and the former FGR differed significantly, so including only people age 65 or less in the sample helps to overcome this issue.

Soon after the reunification, the prevalence of smokers among German women living in the former GDR increased, converging to a proportion close to that among women in the former FGR ([@bib58]).

In any case, we estimate our model including females as a robustness check.

The number of movers is however very small in our data, as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Not surprisingly, our results do not change when instead of the first available observation for each respondent we use the last or any other in between.

[@bib80] clearly show that East Germany is the country where atheism is largest among those reported, with 52% respondents declaring they do not believe in God. This figure is lower than the one we find in our data probably because the author refers to people that "don\'t believe in God", i.e. excluding agnostics, whereas our figures refer to people with no religious affiliation, i.e. including agnostics, whose number can be sizeable. For example, according to the PEW Research Center Religious Landscape Study ([@bib72]), in the US the number of agnostics is actually larger than the number of individuals who do not believe in God.

When we use treatment evaluation notation and elaborate on the GDR anti-religious policies, the *L* types are the compliers, $A_{H}$ are always takers, and $R_{H}$ are never takers.

1991 is the only survey year in which we observe both parents\' religiousness and educational attainment for most countries.

In order to implement the PSM, we use the Stata package psmatch2 ([@bib54]) and implement a kernel-matching process by imposing a caliper that represents the maximum allowed distance between matched pairs (equal to 0.01) such that pairs whose distance exceed the caliper are discarded.

The evidence on the direct effect of education on the decision to start smoking is actually mixed. Recent quasi-experimental evidence on the causal effect of education on smoking seems to exclude any statistically significant effect ([@bib14]; [@bib50]).

Typically, self declared atheists respondents may attend religious events for family reasons, however usually the attendance rate is very low, with 89% of $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ never attending religious events, and slightly lower figures for other atheist types. This compares to an average between 31 and 43% of religious types never attending a religious event. In any case, these data should be interpreted with great care, as church attendance is a choice variable that is typically endogenous in any behavioural model and therefore is unlikely to display the true depth of the respondents\' religiousness ([@bib66], [@bib67]).

Since we consider only individuals under age 65, the two cohorts are defined as those born between 1933 and 1960 and those born between 1933 and 1951.

Using the impact evaluation literature terminology, our finding is a sort of LATE (local average treatment effect on the compliers).

Corinthians: 6: 19--20. See also the Pope\'s Bull of Indication of the Great Jubilee of the Year 2000.

This is consistent with [@bib60] who find that religiousness reduces the consumption of illicit drugs but do not find robust effects on binge drinking.

[^1]: "Total" represents the mean for each category, regardless the country of origin. Age is measured in years. The other variables -- marital status, education, employment status, smoking, and religious attainment -- represent the proportion of individuals for which each dummy is equal to 1. For each variable, we compare the average for Germans living in eastern and western Germany using a *t*-test. The stars represent the statistical significance of the *t*-test with unequal variance. With the term married we include both individuals who define themselves as married or married and separated or individuals who are living together in a relationship. Education is defined according to the ISCED educational level, as the number of years might not be comparable across the two former countries FGR and GDR. With the term Highly Educated we define individuals who hold an higher educational attainment or a higher vocational degree. The term OLF stands for out of labour force. \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\*.$p < 0.01$

[^2]: "Total" represents the mean for each category, regardless the smoking attitude. Age is measured in years. The other variables -- marital status, education, employment status, smoking, and religious attainment -- represent the proportion of individuals for which each dummy is equal to 1. For each variable, we compare the average for smokers and non-smokers by using a *t*-test. The stars represent the statistical significance of the *t*-test with unequal variance. With the term married we include both individuals who define themselves as married or married and separated or individuals who are living together in a relationship. Education is defined according to the ISCED educational level, as the number of years might not be comparable across the two former countries FGR and GDR. With the term Highly Educated we defined individuals who hold an higher educational attainment or a higher vocational degree. The term OLF stands for out of labour force. \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\*.$p < 0.01$

[^3]: (.) refers to former FGR or GDR regime. $R_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ and $A_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ do not exist by definition. In the raw data we cannot distinguish between $A_{L}\left( {GDR} \right)$ and $A_{H}\left( {GDR} \right)$ and between $R_{L}\left( {FGR} \right)$ and $R_{H}\left( {FGR} \right)$.

[^4]: Note: Linear Probability Model with robust standard errors (in parentheses) Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. Data come from the 1991 wave of International Social Survey Programme (ISSP). Data represent males aged 65 or below from West Germany, Ireland and Austria. For other Western European countries (i.e. the Italy, Netherlands, Norway and the UK) no parental education was present. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for all the Atheists and 0 otherwise. The baseline controls include demographical variables (age, education in dummies, hh size), country of residence (FGR, Austria and Ireland), labour market status (self-employed, unemployed, Out of Labor Force vs. dependent employed as reference). All parental controls (education and religious attainment) are dummies variables.

[^5]: Note: Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. Robust Standard Errors in parentheses. Logistic function used in the Propensity Score Matching function. The sample include only German males individuals born between 1933 and 1960. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for all the Atheists (Religious) born and living in FGR (GDR), and 0 for all the Atheist (Religious) born and living in GDR (FGR). Birth years are continuous variables, while parental education is measured through dummies. Pseudo R2 is calculated using the McKelvey and Zavoina\'s procedure. Count R2 is the share of records correctly predicted by the model.

[^6]: Note: Linear Probability Model with robust standard errors (in parentheses) Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for those who smoke and 0 otherwise. The baseline controls include demographical variables (age, education in dummies, marital status), region of residence (15 Federal Länders dummies), labour market status (self-employed, unemployed, OLF vs. dependent employed as reference), year of the interview, unemployment rate at regional level. Age and unemployment rate are a continuous variables. All the other variables (parental educational and religious attainment) are dummies. The reference dummies are respectively: secondary school degree, single, believe in God, employed.

[^7]: Note: Linear Probability Model with robust standard errors (in parentheses) Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for those who smoke and 0 otherwise. The baseline controls include demographical variables (age, education in dummies, marital status), region of residence (15 Federal Länder dummies), labour market status (self-employed, unemployed, OLF vs. dependent employed as reference), year of the interview, unemployment rate at regional level. Age and unemployment rate are a continuous variables. All the other variables (parental educational and religious attainment) are dummies. The reference dummies are respectively: secondary school degree, single, believe in God, employed.

[^8]: Note: Results from the estimation strategy presented in section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. Bootstrapped SE - values in parentheses (1000 replications), stratifying by country of birth: GDR or FGR. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for those who smoke and 0 otherwise. Individuals are matched through Propensity Score Matching and their distribution are aligned by year of birth, parental year of birth, parental education. After having aligned the distribution we regress, through a linear probability model, the dependent variable on education (2 dummies: high or low level - secondary school degree as ref.), marital status, employment status (3 dummies: Self-employed, OLF, Unemployed - employed as a ref.), year dummies, and according to the estimation with or without regional dummies (15 federal Länder dummies). In column (1), Low types individuals are identified as those who are never classified as High in the propensity score matching procedure. In column (2) both High and Low types are defined though propensity score matching.

[^9]: Note: Results from the estimation strategy presented in section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. Bootstrapped SE - values in parentheses (1000 replications), stratifying by country of birth: GDR or FGR. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for those who smoke and 0 otherwise. Individuals are matched through Propensity Score Matching and their distribution are aligned by year of birth, parental year of birth, parental education. After having aligned the distribution we regress, through a linear probability model, the dependent variable on education (2 dummies: high or low level - secondary school degree as ref.), marital status, employment status (3 dummies: Self-employed, OLF, Unemployed - employed as a ref.), year dummies, and according to the estimation with or without regional dummies (15 federal Länder dummies). Low types individuals are identified as those who are never classified as High in the propensity score matching procedure.

[^10]: Note: Results from the estimation strategy presented in section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Level of significance: \* $p < 0.10$, \*\* $p < 0.05$, \*\*\* $p < 0.01$. Bootstrapped SE - values in parentheses (1000 replications), stratifying by country of birth: GDR or FGR. The dependent variable represents a dummy variable equal to 1 for those who smoke and 0 otherwise. Individuals are matched through Propensity Score Matching and their distribution are aligned by year of birth, parental year of birth, parental education. After having aligned the distribution we regress, through a linear probability model, the dependent variable on education (2 dummies: high or low level - secondary school degree as ref.), marital status, employment status (3 dummies: Self-employed, OLF, Unemployed - employed as a ref.), year dummies, and according to the estimation with or without regional dummies (15 federal Länder dummies). In column (1), Low types individuals are identified as those who are never classified as High in the propensity score matching procedure. In column (2) both High and Low types are defined though propensity score matching.
